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Chapter 1951: A Business Empire (1) 

The execution ground. 

Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru were tied to two firm crosses. 

Special talismans had been stuck to their Qi sea and dantian, preventing them from condensing their 

protective true Yuan. 

"Pa! Pa!" 

The two executioners waved their long whips at the same time and whipped Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru. 

These two executioners couldn't use their Zhen Yuan, but their bodies were very strong. Every whip they 

lashed out carried a huge force. 

The main point was that the long whips in their hands were made of cold iron and looked like the bones 

of a snake with clear edges! 

The whipping on the body was like a knife cutting through an axe, and it could instantly tear open one's 

skin and flesh. 

" 

The first whip made Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru scream like pigs being slaughtered. 

Although Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru's physical bodies were not weak, they still had deep bloodstains on 

their bodies. 

His skin and flesh were split open and blood flowed out. 

Without a doubt, such a whipping could only be done if one had a monstrous physique. 

Otherwise, at most two to three hundred whips, anyone would be dead! 

However, Yuchi Hanshan had already said that even if Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru died midway, they had 

to continue whipping the corpses until the number of lashes was full before they could stop. 

"Pa! Pa! Pa ..." 

The two disciples who carried out the punishment did not hold back at all. They continued and quickly 

pulled out the long whips in their hands with all their strength. 

 ow ..... Uh ah ...... Ow .....  

Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru kept letting out hysterical screams. 

The screams were mixed with the sounds of skin being torn open and flesh being torn apart. The sound 

of blood flowing out made one's scalp tingle. 

…… 
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"Pa! Pa! Pa ..." 

As time passed, hundreds and thousands of whips continued. 

Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru could no longer scream because they had already died! 

Yun Ziru was still fine. When the whipping was over, although she was badly injured, she still had an 

intact corpse. 

Jiang Heqing was not so lucky. He received a total of 6600 whips! 

His four limbs were all broken! 

His stomach exploded, and his internal organs exploded all over the ground! 

His chest was smashed, and his heart and lungs were torn apart! 

His head was smashed, and his brain matter splattered in all directions! 

By the time the execution was over, Jiang Heqing's body had been reduced to pieces. The terrifying 

scene sent chills down everyone's spine. 

…… 

Of course, this was the devil earth continent, a top-tier star field! 

People had long been used to the law of the jungle, used to bloody killing! 

The hair-raising scene in front of them was actually nothing to the people in the top starfields. 

The main point was that Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru deserved it! 

Therefore, even though Jiang Heqing and Yun Ziru had died a tragic death, no one would sympathize 

with them! 

On the contrary, everyone who saw this scene would feel extremely comfortable! It was extremely 

satisfying! 

Just looking at Chen Xiaobei's stream's frenzied stream of gifts was enough to show the attitude of the 

majority of people. 

Yingluo was too satisfying! B * tches should not die a good death! I'll reward you with ten 'heaven-

immortal artifacts'! 

The streamer Qin Zhuan is so handsome! Torture those two b * tches to death! It was really satisfying to 

look at! I'll reward you with a 'divine artifact'! 

My bro bei! It was insanely cool! My rich brothers!" 'Divine artifacts',' heaven-immortal artifacts', hurry 

up and farm them! 

My bro bei! Ruthless people don't talk much! My Fellow Commoner brothers!" A wave of low-grade 

spirit stones! 

…… 



All of a sudden, Chen Xiaobei's phone screen was filled with gifts from the audience. 

It was so numerous that it was almost like the red envelope snatching frequency in the Three Realms 

red envelope group, and one could not even see clearly. 

Of course, those who had watched the livestream knew that these small gifts were not real divine 

artifacts or heaven-immortal artifacts. 

Instead, they were the code names of 'virtual gifts'! 

For example, a 'divine artifact' was worth 100 million low-grade spiritual stones, an 'earth-god artifact' 

was worth 10 million low-grade spiritual stones, and an 'aircraft' was worth one million low-grade 

spiritual stones. 

First of all, the audience had to go to the Chambers of Commerce in various places to top up the 

corresponding number of spirit stones. 

Only then could he buy 'virtual gifts' to tip the host on the 'old Wang livestream' platform. 

Because old Wang livestream had just started, there were not many Chambers of Commerce that were 

cooperating with them. Otherwise, the number of gifts that Chen Xiaobei would receive today would 

have increased by several times. 

 I finally understand why live streamers on earth can easily earn a million a month!  

Chen Xiaobei held the phone and grinned.  "By rough calculation, old Wang's revenue today should be 

no less than 10 billion low-grade spiritual stones! I don't have to worry about bei Xuan faction running 

out of spirit stones anymore!" 

In this trip to devil earth, Chen Xiaobei had obtained 50000 high-grade spiritual stones and a large 

amount of materials that were being refined! 

At the same time, after today's live broadcast, it would at least help 'old Wang's live broadcast' attract 

hundreds of millions of viewers. 

This way, the live streaming company would officially start its rapid development mode. 

Even if one used their toes to think, they would know that there would be a large number of Chambers 

of Commerce looking for cooperation. 

As the popularity of 'old Wang's livestream' increased, the number of viewers would continue to 

increase as well. The gifts given would also increase, and naturally, bei Xuan faction's income would also 

increase! 

On top of that, he could also promote the two games that bei Xuan faction had developed,'innumerable 

tribulations glory' and 'innumerable tribulations survival', through the live streaming platform. 

At that time, there would be even more people who would crazily top up money to play the game. 

Bei Xuan faction's income would be raised to a whole new level, and they would no longer have to worry 

about spiritual stones. 



As for the cosmetics factory, its reputation had already been established after the Qin family's eldest 

great grandfather had personally visited northern city. 

However, his fame was limited to the Qin family's main city. 

Later, with the help of the live broadcast platform's popularity, Beichen cosmetics would be famous in 

apocalypse Starfield! 

The explosive sales had already become a matter of no suspense. 

By then, bei Xuan faction's business empire would be in its embryonic form! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei would continue to develop other profitable businesses, such as transplanting 

the first love peach, alchemy workshops, and refining workshops ... 

In the near future, bei Xuan faction would be as rich as a country! 

The bei Xuan faction at that time! 

Even ordinary disciples could use upper spiritual stones to cultivate! 

Even if each person had an earth-god instrument, they would have enough spiritual Qi to activate it! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei had a lot of heaven-immortal instruments, he could still use the spiritual stones he 

earned to activate them! 

"I'm rich! I can really do whatever I want!" 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he could not stop smiling. 

"Young master Chen, is your live broadcast over?" 

Suddenly, a cold voice came from behind Chen Xiaobei. 

"Elder Hanshan!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, "  the trial and execution have ended. I have nothing to broadcast. It can 

end at any time.  

"I want to talk to you in private!" Yuchi Hanshan growled. 

"No problem!" Chen Xiaobei said without hesitation. I was just about to speak with elder Hanshan in 

private!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1952: A Private Meeting (2) 

In the elder's private room of the punishment Hall. 

"Sit." 

Yuchi Hanshan's face was stoic, and his tone was cold. He was not hostile towards Chen Xiaobei, but 

rather, he was very polite. 
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Chen Xiaobei sat on the chair and asked calmly, " "Elder Hanshan, why don't you speak first? why have 

you come to see me alone?" 

"I don't like to beat around the bush!" 

"I'm not on the same side as those who tried to harm you," Yuchi Hanshan said directly. 

"So elder Hanshan wants to explain to me." 

"I may be young, but I have a good eye for people!" Chen Xiaobei grinned. A person like elder Hanshan, 

even if a blade was placed on his neck, would never collude with evil people!" 

Yuchi Hanshan's expression darkened."Thank you for your trust, young master Chen!" 

 I'm not the only one who believes in you!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  everyone else believes in you!  

That's why those people who tried to harm me used elder Hanshan's prestige to make everyone believe 

that I'm guilty!" 

"I'm ashamed! I'm ashamed ..." 

"I didn't know that I was being used by a villain!" Yuchi Hanshan sighed. Luckily, young master Chen was 

quick-witted and resolved the crisis! Otherwise, I'm afraid I'll kill a good person by mistake and beat 

young master Chen to death!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "It's all in the past. Not a single hair on my body was hurt, so elder 

Hanshan, you don't need to blame yourself." 

Yuchi Hanshan nodded, feeling a little more relieved.  "Then, why does young master Chen want to find 

me alone?" 

"I don't like to beat around the bush either!"  who are they working for? " Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 this ...  Yuchi Hanshan's expression froze, and he was immediately at a loss for words. 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, " "Could it be that even someone as upright as elder Hanshan doesn't 

dare to speak the truth behind the scenes?" 

"It's not that I don't dare to say it ... I just didn't expect young master Chen to be so outstanding at such 

a young age ..." 

"Nangong Kurong is already an earth level deity!" Yuchi Hanshan said in a deep voice. The master behind 

him was even more unbelievably powerful! It's better if young master Chen doesn't ask! It's not a good 

thing to show off too much!" 

"Heh, the Three Realms is so big that no one has been able to make me hold back my edge!" Chen 

Xiaobei smiled. 

"What? "You ... You're too pretentious ..." Yuchi Hanshan's expression faltered, and he hesitated to 

speak. 

"Elder Hanshan, if you have something to say, just say it. There's no need to consider me." Chen Xiaobei, 

on the other hand, was calm and confident. 



Others laugh at me for being too pretentious, I laugh at them for not being able to see through me. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei was not trying to act cool at all. He was just telling the truth. 

In the red envelope group of the Three Realms, Chen Xiaobei fought the heavenly Lord Yuanshi! He 

would crush Jiang Ziya! He had completely abused Shen Gongbao! 

What kind of storms and waves had he not seen? What kind of monsters and demons had he not seen? 

A mere mortal elite was not qualified to make Chen Xiaobei hold back. 

"Since Childe Chen is so bold, I'll be direct!" 

 what? " Yuchi Hanshan's brows furrowed.  apocalypse Starfield's heaven shrouding sect is just a branch! 

The real headquarters of heaven dominating faction was in the earth God Realm! Nangong Kurong and 

the others are following the orders of the sect master of the headquarters!" 

"Earth-god Realm? Heaven dominating faction headquarters?" Chen Xiaobei was surprised.   I didn't 

think that heaven dominating sect's power had already spread to the earth-god Realm ...  

"This is only natural!" 

"Men strive for luck, and Buddhas strive for incense!" Yuchi Hanshan said. In the end, they were all 

fighting for believers! Although the population of apocalypse Starfield is far less than that of the earth-

god Realm, there are still trillions of people!" 

 many forces in the earth-god Realm are eyeing the people in apocalypse Starfield. They all want to fight 

for some followers!  

 that's right, " Yuchi Hanshan said in a deep voice.  the reason why the biggest sect in apocalypse 

Starfield has always been heaven dominating sect is because they have the headquarters behind them. 

Otherwise, the earth-god Realm would have long stretched their hands out!  

 you said that Nangong Kurong is working for heaven dominating faction. Why do I feel that he is 

working for the demonic sect? " Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Silence!" 

Yuchi Hanshan immediately tensed up. He focused his attention on his surroundings, and after making 

sure that all the doors and windows were locked, he said,"Young master Chen! This matter was of great 

importance! You can't just say that!" 

 you're right!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  elder Hanshan, you're so nervous! You must have the 

same thought as me!  

 I don't dare to say ...  Yuchi Hanshan's brows were tightly furrowed, and his black iron-like face was 

filled with fear. 

"If you don't dare to say it, I'll say it!" 

 " I've already confirmed on the way here that there's a demonic sect spy in heaven dominating faction. 

Moreover, the spy has a very high position in heaven dominating faction!  



"It's this spy who gave out the sect mission to let the heaven dominating sect disciples form a team and 

set foot on demon earth! Then, the spy would leak the disciples "whereabouts and let the demonic 

cult's demons take the earth-god instruments from the disciples!" 

"These are all my personal experiences, there's no way I'm wrong!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, "  " there is only one person who has such power in the highest base of heaven 

dominating faction and can control the entire situation. That person is Nangong Kurong!  

"Looking at Jiang Zhaoyan and Shiqi Tianhong's attitudes, they are obviously Nangong Kurong's lackeys! 

Nangong Kurong was a spy from the demonic sect! Jiang Zhaoyan and Shiqi Tianhong must be the 

same!" 

Yuchi Hanshan's expression changed drastically upon hearing this. He stood rooted to the ground, 

speechless for a long time. 

"I can tell that elder Hanshan had the same guess!" 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei continued, " but elder Hanshan is the elder of heaven dominating faction, and 

also a believer of heaven dominating faction! If this conjecture is true, elder Hanshan's faith will 

completely collapse!" 

"Young master Chen is indeed an extraordinary person! Everything you said ... Is right!" 

"I didn't dare to say it because I didn't dare to face the truth!" Yuchi Hanshan sighed. [ our Yuchi clan has 

been a part of heaven dominating faction for generations! ] They're also heaven dominating faction's 

disciples!" 

"It's not just me. In the eyes of billions of believers, heaven dominating sect is a righteous sect! He was 

the leader of the righteous path! He's the nemesis of the devil Dao!" 

"But one day, I suddenly discovered that someone in the sect was colluding with the demonic sect ... 

And it wasn't just one or two, but many people! There are even many core figures ..." 

 once the greatest and brightest ... Now it has become the dirtiest and darkest ... Faith has collapsed, 

and three views have been overturned ...  

 I started to doubt my life. I even suspected that I was just overthinking things ... To put it bluntly, I just 

didn't dare to face the truth!  

Yuchi Hanshan's face was ashen, and his Tiger-like eyes were filled with conflict and pain. 

"Elder Hanshan!" 

"The truth is the truth! Running away will never solve the problem!" Please show the spirit you have 

when you're judging a criminal! Let's judge the darkness together!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1953: The Underground Devil Kingdom (3) 

"Childe Chen, are you serious ..." 
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 you better think carefully, " Yuchi Hanshan said in disbelief.  what kind of terrifying enemies will you 

face if you do this!  

 heh, those enemies really mean nothing to me.  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "I don't need you to fight side by side with me. I just need you to 

provide me with some information in the dark! I can guarantee that no matter how terrifying the enemy 

is, you will not be implicated!" 

"Alright! Since you've already said that, I have no reason to refuse!" 

"I, Yuchi Hanshan, am not a coward who covets life and fears death," Yuchi Hanshan said seriously. 

Young master Chen is so young, yet he dares to fight a strong enemy head-on. Naturally, I am willing to 

do my best to help!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and praised, " "I knew it! Elder Hanshan must be a true man of courage!" 

Yuchi Hanshan didn't beat around the bush and went straight to the point."What information does 

young master Chen need? As long as it's something I know, I'll definitely tell you everything I know!" 

 first of all, I want to know the information about the core of The Omen Ridge!  

"I've asked Fang Yuan and Lin Wei about this before." They told me that the demonic remains is a huge 

underground world, and no one knows the exact location of the core of the remains!" 

"However, Fang Yuan and Lin Wei are only lower-level ordinary disciples! But elder Hanshan has an 

extremely high status, so he should know even more detailed information!" 

"Right! I know!" 

"For thousands of years, countless forces have set foot on the devil's Land and built one base after 

another," Yuchi Hanshan said in a deep voice."They've sent an endless stream of Warriors to search for 

the core of the demonic remains!" 

"To the outside world, we have kept it a secret and claimed that we have no clues about the core of the 

ruins! Internally, we've already deduced that the core of the remains is beneath the underground 

world!" 

"In other words, as long as we keep digging, we'll be able to reach the core of the ruins!" Yuchi Hanshan 

said in a low voice. 

"It's that simple?"  huh? " Chen Xiaobei was taken aback.  then why haven't we found the core yet? " 

"Because the underground world is extremely huge, its area is comparable to ten planets! And no one 

knew the exact location of the core! Those who enter the ruins can only use the stupidest method, 

divide the area and do a carpet excavation!" 

"It's the size of ten planets," Yuchi Hanshan sighed."Even if hundreds of millions of people excavate at 

the same time, they'll only be able to dig up the tip of the iceberg." 

"The main point is that the devil earth continent is tens of thousands of kilometers thick! The location of 

the demonic remains is at the core of the continent, where the land is the thickest!" 



"No one knows the location of the core, so they can only keep digging! It was tens of thousands of miles 

thick! After tens of millions of years, we still haven't dug up a tenth of it!" 

 that's why it's more difficult to dig to the core of the relic than to find a needle in a haystack!  

Yuchi Hanshan's explanation was very detailed, and it was clear that he had a deep understanding of the 

demonic earth and the demonic remains. 

 what? " Chen Xiaobei was puzzled.  we're just digging the ground. Why don't we use earth level deities? 

" Or should he use his earth-god instrument? It shouldn't take long to dig through this continent!" 

"It's not that simple!" 

"The demonic remains isn't just a core Treasury!" Yuchi Hanshan sighed. It's also a real 'ancient devil 

Kingdom' that was built underground!" 

"What? The ancient devil Kingdom?"  what's going on? " Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  what's going on? " 

 the ancient devil Kingdom was an extremely large and powerful empire of monsters and Devils!  

"It's like a real nation," Yuchi Hanshan said."The ancient devil nation had its own civilization, sects, sects, 

and royalty ..." 

"At the peak of the ancient devil Kingdom, it could even contend against the Azure Dragon, White Tiger, 

Vermillion Bird, Black Tortoise, and the four continents!" 

"That's why, tens of millions of years ago, the four continents felt threatened and sought help from the 

earth-god Realm, joining forces to defeat the ancient devil Kingdom! Turn devil earth into a land of 

death and remove its name from apocalypse Starfield!" 

Yuchi Hanshan paused, then continued,  although the devil nation has been destroyed, the underground 

world is still full of its ruins!  

 there were many earth level deities who did what you said. They used the power of earth level deities 

to crack open mountains and split the earth!  

"In the end, someone touched the magic array of the devil Kingdom and was instantly killed! Someone 

dug out the poison and was poisoned to death on the spot! There were even some who dug out the 

Yimo and ate their flesh and bones!" 

"After that, no earth level deity dared to dig up devil earth! The major powers only sent ordinary 

disciples or slaves to slowly excavate!" 

 that's why we can't increase our digging speed!  

"At the moment, although the core higher-ups of the major factions all know that the core of the 

remains is buried under the devil earth, no one has been able to dig it out!" Yuchi Hanshan said. 

"Understood!" 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.  as long as we can confirm that the core of the ruins is under 

devil earth, I will have a way to dig it out!  



"What? You have a way? This ... How is this possible?" 

Yuchi Hanshan's eyes widened in disbelief."Young master Chen, stop joking! I said so much just now to 

tell you that finding the core of the relic is thousands of times harder than finding a needle in a 

haystack! What solution do you have?" 

"This is my secret! It won't be effective if you say it!" Chen Xiaobei grinned mysteriously. 

 Childe Chen, although you have many outstanding qualities, I really can't believe this!  

 no!  Yuchi Hanshan frowned.  for thousands of years, countless forces have invested a massive amount 

of manpower, resources, energy, and time into the devil earth, but none of them have succeeded! This 

is the first time you've set foot on devil earth. I don't believe that you'll succeed even if I'm beaten to 

death!" 

 I understand. A normal person would not believe me!  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "However, it doesn't matter if others believe it or not! Because, I will 

definitely take action. When I show results, others will have to believe it even if they don't want to!" 

"Hmm ... It's indeed not important whether I believe it or not!" "If you really want to take action, what 

can I do for you?" Yuchi Hanshan asked in a deep voice. 

"I need another piece of information!" 

"My plan will consume a huge amount of spiritual Qi!" I don't have enough spiritual energy on hand, so I 

want to know where I can get enough spiritual energy." 

 a sea of spiritual Qi, " Yuchi Hanshan said.  only by crushing all the spirit stones in the treasure vault or 

emptying an entire spirit vein can we get it!  

"But there's no Treasury on devil earth! Moreover, the devil earth is a dead land, and there is only one 

known spirit vein. More importantly, ordinary people are absolutely not allowed to approach that spirit 

vein!" 

"In other words, you have to leave the devil earth and go to other places to gather spiritual Qi!" Yuchi 

Hanshan said in a low voice. 

"No!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei denied immediately.  just tell me, where is the remaining spiritual vein in the devil 

earth? " I'll go immediately! We can't waste any more time!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1954: Devil Spirit Volcano (4) 

"Why not? The safest way was to search for the spirit vein and the treasure vault elsewhere! This is the 

only way!" 

 that's the only spirit vein left in the devil earth, " Yuchi Hanshan said in a deep voice.  even a five-star 

earth-god can't get close to it, let alone you. Otherwise, you'll be dead for sure!  
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"I can't go anywhere else because I'm running out of time!" 

 there's no portal in the devil earth!  Chen Xiaobei said.  it'll take more than 20 days to get there!  The 

point is, even if I use the returning bracelet to go to other places, it's impossible for me to find an 

ownerless spiritual vein or a huge treasure vault quickly!" 

Chen Xiaobei's goal was to find the black hole mist map in the core of the demonic remains! 

The purpose of the map was to help Chen Xiaobei find Qin Wuxin's blood pool! 

It was obvious that the canopy great sect would use this time to help Qin Wuxin digest the blood 

essence of the blood ancestor! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to obtain the blood essence, he had to race against time. He could not waste a 

single second. 

Otherwise, once Qin Wuxin completely digested the blood essence in the blood pool, he would be able 

to obtain the nine special abilities of the blood ancestor. At the same time, he would obtain the 

cultivation of the blood ancestor when he was alive and reach the four-star earth-god Realm, becoming 

a new blood ancestor! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei would have one more powerful enemy. 

More importantly, if he did not get the blood ancestor's blood essence, Chen Xiaobei would not be able 

to write the primordial spirit blood contract and control the soul of Zi Yuan! 

The enemy's strength was increasing, but Chen Xiaobei's strength was not. 

If Chen Xiaobei went up against Tian Peng and Qin Yitian again, he would be dead! 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei had to reach the blood pool before Qin Wuxin and Tian Peng to get the 

blood ancestor's blood essence! 

If he wanted to be fast, he couldn't go to other places to find the spirit vein or the treasure house. He 

could only rush to the only spirit vein in the devil earth as soon as possible! 

"Young master Chen! This was not a joke! You can't risk your life just to save time!" 

"The only spirit vein of the devil earth is right under the devil spirit volcano!" Yuchi Hanshan said 

solemnly. The surrounding space is full of demonic spirit heart-burning poison. Even a five-star earth-

god would die if he touched it!" 

Chen Xiaobei laughed and said, " "Heh, elder Hanshan, haven't you heard that I can remove the demon 

spirit heart-burning poison?" 

"The demon spirit heart-burning poison near the volcano is even more powerful than the demon cult's," 

Yuchi Hanshan said with a frown."Are you sure you can cure it?" 

"I'm sure!" Chen Xiaobei said. 



Yuchi Hanshan was still not at ease, and continued to persuade,"Good! Even if you can cure the poison! 

But how are you going to get to the bottom of the volcano? The high temperature in the volcano can 

melt a three-star earth-god instrument!" 

 this ...  Chen Xiaobei mumbled, "  that's a real problem ... I wonder if the divine banana fan talisman can 

extinguish the volcano ...  

"Young master Chen, what did you say?" Yuchi Hanshan didn't hear him clearly. 

"Oh, it's nothing,"  no matter what, I still want to go to the demonic spirit volcano. If I really can't think 

of a way, I'll come back.  

"Alright, since you can think like this, I won't stop you!"  alright!  Yuchi Hanshan nodded.  come back if 

you really can't handle it. Don't act rashly!  

"Alright!" Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei received a map from Yuchi Hanshan. 

As night fell, Chen Xiaobei used the Nightstalker outfit to sneak out of heaven dominating faction's base. 

Stepping on the somersault cloud, Chen Xiaobei used the speed of a two-star earth-god to fly to the 

demonic spirit volcano. 

…… 

The demon spirit volcano was not difficult to find. 

When they were still a hundred miles away, Chen Xiaobei could already see a huge volcano that looked 

like a burning torch! 

The mountain was tall and abnormally huge! 

The blazing fire on the top of the mountain lit up the night sky as if it was daytime! 

"It's so hot ..." 

More importantly, as he got closer, Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel the terrifying heat of the volcano! 

"I'm still a dozen miles away from the volcano, and my body can't take it anymore. I have to use my true 

Yuan to protect myself, or my skin will be burned!" 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and controlled the somersault cloud to retreat ten miles before he felt 

better. 

After all, the true essence in the sea of Qi dantian was limited! 

The closer they got to the volcano, the more terrifying the temperature was and the faster the 

consumption of their protective true Yuan. 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei had to retreat to a distance that his body could bear to save the ethereal 

force in his dantian. 

"What should we do about this?" 



 what? " Chen Xiaobei frowned.  the cleansing Bodhi is already immune to the demonic spirit heart-

burning poison in the medium. But how do I deal with this high temperature? " 

 with my cultivation, before I reach the volcano's mouth, my true Yuan will be completely worn out. If I 

force my way into the volcano, I'm afraid I'll be burned to ashes in an instant!  

The situation before him gave Chen Xiaobei a headache. 

If they couldn't reach the bottom of the volcano, they wouldn't be able to touch the underground 

spiritual vein. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had to leave devil earth and look for the treasure vault or spiritual vein 

elsewhere. 

Before Chen Xiaobei could find his target, Qin Wuxin and the canopy great sage had already finished 

digesting the blood. 

Then, Tian Peng could order the clay Buddha to track Chen Xiaobei's location. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would be in deep trouble. 

"No! I don't have a choice! If I can't find the spiritual vein at the bottom of the demonic spirit volcano, 

my recent plans will be completely ruined!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, "  right now, I still have two banana divine fan talismans. 

The first one can blow away the high temperature in the surroundings, and the second one can blow out 

a volcano ...  

"But the problem is that the high temperature of the volcano comes from geothermal energy! I can only 

blow out the fire on the surface. If the underground lava erupts, I'll still be dead!" 

Chen Xiaobei's head started to hurt."The banana divine fan talisman can't be used! If I'm not careful, I'll 

lose my life!" 

 think carefully. What other trump card do I have that can resist the high temperature? " 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and thought hard, " "There must be a way! I've recently earned 

millions of merit points, and my luck has soared. My fate energy is at its peak, so I can't be helpless!" 

Chen Xiaobei carefully counted his trump cards one by one. 

"There it is!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up and his face lit up.  "I really do have a trump card that can counter high 

temperatures!" 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei shot out a beam of white light from the ring. 

The next moment, a small white cat appeared in Chen Xiaobei's palm. 

Chen held the cat in one hand and scratched its furry head with the other.  "Lazy cat! Don't sleep! It's 

time to get up and move your muscles!" 
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Chapter 1955: Heavenly Frost Vital Essence (1) 

"Wuwa ~" 

Little white yawned and opened its eyes in a daze. 

Looking around, Xiao Bai's face was full of disdain. He said unhappily,""What the hell is this place? This 

King hates the heat the most!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

As soon as it finished speaking, a cloud of true essence that looked like white frost was emitted from 

little White's body. 

The high temperature in the surroundings actually receded in an instant, and it became cool and 

comfortable. 

More importantly, the vital essence little white released had a special restraining effect on high 

temperature. 

Once the vital essence was used, the high temperature immediately dissipated. The remaining cold air in 

the surrounding space could still resist the high temperature backlash. 

After that, he would not feel hot for a long time. 

In this way, little white didn't need to keep running the vital essence to protect its body. The vital 

essence in its sea of Qi dantian was consumed very little. 

"Lazy cat! I didn't expect you to have already broken through to ethereal cultivation! He even has true 

essence!" Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up in surprise. 

"I've said it 800 times! I'm a divine immortal beast! The sky frost jade lion!" 

Little white waved its paws in anger and protested, " "If you call this King a kitten again, this King will not 

want you as his master!" 

"Asking for a beating!" 

Chen glared at her and said, "  if I didn't feed you immortal Beast Food and let you cultivate in the 

myriad beasts ring, you'll just be a little kitten. You won't become a celestial immortal beast in another 

800 years!  

 you ... You're right ...  Xiaobai rolled its eyes and did not dare to wave its claws at Chen again. 

If Chen Xiaobei did not give it cultivation resources, Xiaobai would not be able to increase its cultivation 

quickly. It would be impossible for it to become a divine beast again. 

People had to lower their heads when they were under the eaves. 

In order to turn back into the sky frost jade lion as soon as possible, little white had no choice but to 

submit to Chen Xiaobei's power. 
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"At least you're sensible!" 

 look at the volcano in front of us. I want to go to the bottom of the volcano. What do you think? " Chen 

Xiaobei grinned. 

"Impossible!" 

"No!" Whitey shook its head decisively and said,"my heavenly frost vital essence can bring you to the 

volcano's mouth! Then, I'll activate my heavenly frost domain and help you go thirty to fifty meters deep 

into the volcano! But if we continue to go deeper, we will all be burned to ashes!" 

"This ... This is troublesome ..." He said. 

 if I can't reach the bottom of the volcano, I won't be able to touch the underground spiritual vein. All 

my plans will be ruined ...  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Why do you want to find the spirit vein?" "Do you want to draw the ten thousand Beast Ring so that I 

can use it for cultivation?" Xiaobai asked curiously. 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I don't need the spiritual Qi for your cultivation. I have more than five 

trillion low-grade spiritual stones!  It's enough for you and all the spirit beasts in the myriad beasts ring 

to cultivate for a very, very long time!" 

"Then why do you still want to find the spirit vein?" Xiaobai asked. 

"In order to live!" 

"This is the law of the jungle!" Chen Xiaobei said. The enemy was getting stronger and stronger! If I stay 

where I am, I will die!" 

"No! I won't let you die!" Little white shook its head heavily, its eyes darting around as it tried to think of 

a way. 

"I couldn't tell that you, little thing, can be quite loyal at times!" Chen Xiaobei smiled, his heart filled 

with warmth. 

"I have an idea!" 

Xiao Bai's eyes brightened and he quickly said, "  hurry up and get a divine banana fan talisman from the 

Three Realms red envelope group. You must use it!  

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " "I've met a pillow when I'm sleepy! I already have two divine banana fan 

talismans in my hands!" 

Chen Xiaobei changed the topic and reminded, " "However, you must know that volcanoes originate 

from geothermal energy! The banana divine fan talisman can only extinguish flames. If the earth Fire 

erupts and lava spurts, we'll still be dead!" 

 I'm not sure!  Xiaobai was not afraid at all.  I can tell that you don't know the hidden special ability of 

the banana divine fan talisman!  

"A hidden ability? What's that?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 



Xiaobai explained,"in the past, the banana fan could extinguish the flaming Mountain!" It could even 

extinguish the true Samadhi fire! Although the talisman can't be compared to the banana fan, it still has 

a hidden ability to restrain the fire element!" 

 what? " Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked, " how old is this little cat? " How do you know about this?" 

"Why don't you think about who sent me to you!" Xiaobai asked. 

"It's ... It's the Bull Demon King!" Of course, Chen Xiaobei remembered that Xiaobai had snatched it from 

Bull Demon King's Red envelope. 

"Isn't this right?"  I've been living by the Bull Demon King's side since I was young, " Xiaobai said.  I've 

more or less heard about Princess Iron Fan and red Boy!  

 Are you sure? " Chen Xiaobei frowned.  are you sure that the banana divine fan talisman's hidden ability 

can save us from death? " 

"Nonsense! You may want to die, but this King doesn't!" "Hurry up!" Xiao Bai said impatiently. Follow 

this King and head towards the mouth of the volcano!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, "  well, I don't have any other choice. This is the only way. I have to try!  

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei controlled the somersault cloud and charged towards the volcano. 

Along the way, Xiaobai would release her heavenly frost ethereal force to protect Chen Xiaobei from the 

heat. 

When Xiaobai was not around, Chen Xiaobei's physical body could not withstand the high temperature 

even though he was still a few miles away from the volcano! If he continued to advance, his skin would 

be burnt! 

But with Xiaobai around, Chen Xiaobei felt cool and comfortable throughout the journey. He was not 

affected by the high temperature at all and arrived at the volcano without a hitch! 

"What a terrifying volcano ..." 

Chen Xiaobei looked into the volcano and saw that the lava was boiling like molten iron. 

The pitch-black smoke was like a heavenly pillar that shot straight into the sky. It was like the flames of 

war and the smoke of wolves that could not be blown away by the wind! 

The most important thing was that this thick smoke contained a huge amount of devil spirit heart-

burning poison. The poison was purer and more fatal than the ones used by the demon cult! 

Even a five-star earth-level deity had to maintain his vital essence to protect his body at all times. 

Otherwise, he would definitely die if the poison touched his body! 

However, even a five-star earth-god's vital essence couldn't last long under such a high temperature! 

Because of this, five-star earth-level deities would never dare to come here! 



"Hurry up! Burning talismans to cast spells! Otherwise, I won't be able to hold on for long!" Xiaobai 

quickly reminded him. 

"I've already prepared it!" 

Chen Xiaobei held onto the banana divine fan talisman and rushed to the top of the volcano. 

"Phew! Huu ..." 

With a single thought, the divine Wind descended! 

With Chen Xiaobei as the center, a terrifying storm suddenly burst out! 

It was as if thousands of horses and soldiers were charging down from the sky and directly into the 

mouth of the volcano! 

Chen Xiaobei stood on the cloud, like a wind god descending to the world! 

Suddenly, the wind blew! The flames were dormant! 
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Chapter 1956: An Unexpected Surprise (2) 

"Phew! Whoosh ... Whoosh ..." 

The violent storm was like a waterfall from the sky, flying straight down for thirty thousand feet, 

suddenly pouring into the demon spirit volcano. 

The unparalleled power that was comparable to a miracle shook the entire space, and everyone within a 

radius of ten thousand miles could clearly sense it. 

Heaven dominating faction's highest base. 

On the top of a tall building, Yuchi Hanshan stood arrogantly with his hands behind his back. He gazed 

into the distant night sky, his cold eyes actually flickering with excitement. 

 young master Chen ... You're truly a godly man ... To be able to trigger such a terrifying miracle ...  

Yuchi Hanshan's lips trembled in excitement.  perhaps, young master Chen is really the one who will 

change the future ... The darkness brought by the demonic sect will be personally ended by young 

master Chen ... This will be a great merit ...  

 at the same time, in a certain corner of heaven dominating faction's highest base. 

A group of Tenshou Warriors secretly gathered. 

They were all wearing white Tengu masks and carrying specially made Ninja magical artifacts. 

The leader was a young man wearing a golden tengu mask and a dark red Ninja Blade at his waist. 

"Great-grandfather! The great elder! Don't worry, you two!" 

The young man's tone was haughty, and his voice was filled with confidence.  I, Ishizaki yuuda, swear on 

the honor of my family and Tenshou God's name that I will not return until I kill Chen Zhufeng!  
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"Very good!" 

Ishizaki tenhon nodded in satisfaction,"Xiongda, you are the number one genius of our Shiqi family! He 

was ranked 30th on the minor heavenly fate ranking! There were also eighty-one 'Shinobu's' assisting 

him! In addition, he had the demon Sword 'Crimson Moon-slaying saber'! I believe that you can 

accomplish your mission!" 

"Great-grandfather, don't worry! I promise to complete the mission!" Ishizaki yuuda patted his chest 

and promised. 

"Xiongda!" 

Beside him, Jiang Zhaoyan also said in a deep voice, " "You must be very careful! That Chen brat is even 

more cunning than a Fox! Qing He has already been killed by him. I don't want anything to happen to 

you!" 

"Don't worry, great elder!" Ishizaki yuuda said confidently. I will bring Chen Zhufeng's head back and 

offer it to Junior Brother he Qing's soul in heaven!" 

"Good! I'll be waiting for your triumphant return! When the time comes, there will be great rewards!" 

Jiang Zhaoyan paused and shouted, " "Chen Zhufeng is at the demon spirit volcano! You guys go and set 

up a trap nearby and wait for him to walk into the trap!" 

"As you command! We'll set off immediately!" 

With a wave of his hand, Ishizaki yuuda brought the 81 Inferno along and rushed to the volcano. 

……………… 

The demon spirit volcano. 

"Hu ... Hua ... Hu ..." 

The violent divine Wind was like an Army that could flatten everything. Wherever it passed, the flames 

were extinguished and the temperature dropped rapidly. 

The molten red lava stopped boiling due to the drop in temperature. It even solidified and turned into 

hard volcanic rock! 

 the banana divine fan talisman is really powerful. The effect is much better than I imagined!  

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed and praised the divine banana fan talisman. 

"All things in the world are divided into yin and yang!" 

Xiaobai explained,"in some cases, the more you fan the wind, the stronger the fire!" Some wind was 

specialized in restraining the fire element! The wind from the banana fan was the latter! It's specially 

made to extinguish fire!" 

"Yup!" 



Chen Xiaobei nodded and said excitedly, " "It won't be long before the lava completely congealed! Even 

if the earth Fire hasn't been extinguished, it won't erupt for a while, so it's enough for me to absorb 

spiritual Qi!" 

"No!" "We can't wait for the lava to completely solidify!" Xiao Bai quickly said. We're going down to the 

lava!" 

"Why ... Why is that?" Chen Xiaobei was puzzled. 

 I've had a nauseating feeling ever since I arrived at the crater!  Xiao Bai said with a face full of disdain. 

"What's wrong? You're pregnant?" Chen laughed evilly. 

"Pregnant your sister! This King is a Lion!" 

Little white said angrily,"in the deepest part of the volcano, there should be a very pure fire attribute 

treasure!" That's something I hate very much! The stronger this feeling is, the higher the level of that 

thing is!" 

"Damn! There were treasures down there? What a pleasant surprise!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up, but he paused and asked, "  but, how are we going to dive into the lava? " 

Little white said,"the Holy Wind can't blow the lava away. It will only lower the temperature of the lava 

and solidify it into rock!" The only way we can do this is to rush down when the lava is no longer 

boiling!" 

"Directly charge? How is this possible?" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei denied, " the temperature of the lava in the core of the earth's lung can melt a three-

star earth-god instrument! If we don't wait for the Holy Wind and rush in, we'll definitely die!" 

"Do you still remember my innate ability?" Xiaobai asked. 

"How can you not remember? Your ultimate skill is the heavenly frost domain, you're awesome!" 

 what? " Chen Xiaobei was confused.  but the question is, is your ability even more powerful than a 

three-star earth-god instrument? " 

"Of course it's not as powerful as a three-star earth-god instrument! However, I'm a celestial immortal 

beast! My ability is also at the celestial immortal level!" 

Little white said,"although I can't unleash the power of a celestial immortal with my current cultivation 

level." However, the heavenly frost special ability of a heavenly immortal could counter the flames of a 

heavenly immortal! It's more than enough to restrain the earth-god level flames!" 

"Why didn't you say so earlier?"  why? " Chen Xiaobei frowned.  if you had told me earlier, you could 

have just used your heavenly frost territory to come here. You even wasted one of my banana divine fan 

talismans!  

"You really don't remember!" 



 it's not like that, " Xiaobai said unhappily.  my heavenly frost domain can only last for three minutes 

every time it's activated. If it's at its maximum, it can only last for thirty seconds! The point is, the next 

time it opens will be in seven days!" 

 this ...  Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

"If I had activated the heavenly frost domain earlier, we would have run away with our tails between our 

legs!" Xiaobai continued. 

"Uh, I really forgot ..." 

"You've made the right decision!" Chen Xiaobei said. Good steel should be used on the blade! The 

banana divine fan talisman had already lowered the temperature of the volcano by a large margin! Next, 

it'll be up to your heavenly frost domain!" 

"You should just 'borrow' your soul!" 

Xiao Bai said,"this time, I have to activate the heavenly frost domain to the maximum. There's only 30 

seconds for me to go and return!" I'm afraid there'll be a mistake in our cooperation, so it's best for you 

to control it yourself!" 

"I can control it?" Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

"Don't tell me you've even forgotten about 'soul borrowing'?" Xiaobai said unhappily. 

"Of course I haven't! I always borrow Xiao er's ability to eat, I won't forget!" 

 come!  Chen Xiaobei shouted. 

"Yin Yang, soul borrowing!" 

Chen Xiaobei had hidden a Yin Yang soul-borrowing Gu from Taiyin true deity! 

The witchcraft power was immediately activated. 

There was a flash of spiritual light, and a white ball of light flew out of Xiaobai's body and merged into 

Chen Xiaobei's forehead. 
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Chapter 1957: Crimson Sword Bathing In Fire (3) 

"You ... You only have 30 seconds ..." He said. 

After the soul transfer, little white fell into a deep sleep. 

"Understood!" 

Chen Xiaobei immediately put Xiaobai back into the thousand Beast Ring. After all, Xiaobai was 

extremely disgusted by the environment of the lava. It would be more comfortable if he put it away. 

"Heavenly frost domain!" 

With a low growl, Chen Xiaobei stepped on the somersault cloud and charged into the volcano at top 

speed! 
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Although the divine banana fan talisman had greatly reduced the temperature inside the volcano, the 

current temperature could still burn ordinary people to ashes. 

Even a two-star earth-god level somersault cloud would be burned and destroyed, or even refined by 

the high temperature. 

Of course! Times had changed! 

Chen Xiaobei had used the Yin Yang soul-borrowing Gu to obtain Xiaobai's divine-level ability! 

Even without the power of a celestial being, it could still easily suppress the surrounding fire and high 

temperature! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the timing very well, activating his special ability to the maximum the moment 

his body could not withstand the attack. 

With Chen Xiaobei as the center, the temperature within a five-meter radius of him dropped drastically. 

It was as if the entire space was covered in a layer of frost! 

The originally bright red space had actually become a vast expanse! 

This vast space was the heavenly frost domain! 

Chen Xiaobei and the somersault cloud were both immune to the threat of high temperature within the 

territory! 

Of course, going back to the topic, diving into the lava, finding the treasure, and escaping the lava only 

took 30 seconds. 

The speed of the somersault cloud was no longer enough! 

"Ling jiuxiao!" 

 die!  Chen Xiaobei growled, and a purple-gold light burst out from his feet! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei retracted his somersault cloud! 

"Plop!" 

As if he had teleported, Chen Xiaobei charged into the red lava! 

"Ling jiuxiao! Ling ... Ling ..." 

Once he was in the lava, Chen Xiaobei used the penetrate the nine Heavens to dive deep into the lava. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei activated his golden gaze fiery eyes and looked into the lava to look for 

the treasure Xiaobai was talking about! 

"Over there!" 

With the heavenly frost domain, the lava could not get close to him! 

Coupled with the speed of the penetrate the nine Heavens, Chen Xiaobei dived down very quickly! 



Coupled with the fiery golden eyes, he could see through the lava! 

Not long after, Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up. He had found the extraordinary treasure! 

It was a red sword wrapped in flames! 

The temperature of the volcano could even melt a three-star earth-god instrument! 

The sword was in the middle of the lava, but it was undamaged. It was at least a four-star earth-god 

instrument! 

"What the hell! I'm rich!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up as he activated his penetrate the nine Heavens and charged forward as fast as 

he could. 

Chen Xiaobei's strongest trump cards were his three-star earth-god level Dragon's edge and witch 

dragon's flame. 

Tian Peng was a peak four-star earth-god, and Qin Wuxin was likely to become a four-star earth-god too. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei's trump card was far behind that of Qin Wuxin and Tian Peng. 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei had come to devil earth to get the map and control the four-star earth-god Soul 

of Zi Yuan. 

He had never expected that a four-star earth-god sword would appear in the lava of the volcano! 

This was the thing that Chen Xiaobei needed the most! 

This was the biggest surprise of Chen Xiaobei's trip! 

With this sword and the soul of Zi Yuan, even if Chen Xiaobei could not defeat Qin Wuxin and Tian Peng, 

he would at least be able to fight them! 

Chen Xiaobei's mood was so good that he could fly. 

"Swish!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not pick up the sword. Instead, he put the long sword into his infinite space ring. 

After all, there wasn't much time left, and there wasn't enough time for the sword to recognize him as 

its master. 

It wouldn't be too late to control the sword after he was done with his business! 

"Ling jiuxiao ..." 

After that, Chen Xiaobei quickly used the penetrate the nine Heavens to retreat to the lava. 

At this moment. 

The divine Wind from the banana divine fan talisman had already lowered the temperature inside the 

volcano to its lowest. Most of the lava had already solidified. 



With the geothermal heat isolated, the temperature in the space dropped to a level that Chen Xiaobei 

could withstand. 

"There really is a spirit vein here ..." 

Chen Xiaobei stood on top of the lava rock and thought, "  the surrounding spiritual Qi is very pure and 

dense. It's definitely a large spiritual vein!  

"The point is that no one has set foot here for tens of millions of years! The spiritual Qi would not be 

consumed, and it would always be in the most abundant state! It's enough for me to use my trump 

card!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out a yellow flag from his infinite space ring! 

The flag was surrounded by a seven-colored immortal aura! 

There were ancient runes on the surface of the banner, and it constantly emitted a thick and heavy 

Yellow Earth aura! 

Chen Xiaobei felt like he was in control of a vast land! 

It was as if there was nothing that could not be reached with one's heart! 

"What a Good Earth escape immortal puppet!" 

Chen Xiaobei clenched the flag tightly."As expected of a heaven-immortal artifact! Although it's not an 

attack-type celestial artifact, its terrifying spirituality has far exceeded the sum of all my trump cards!" 

 with this earth escape immortal Gu, the core of the heavenly demon remains will be as easy as taking 

something out of my pocket. It definitely won't escape from my hands!  

 however, the level of a heaven immortal artifact is too high. If it wants to exert the power of a heaven 

immortal for a long time, this spirit vein in front of us can't be preserved!  

Chen Xiaobei controlled the earth escape divine gourd and began to extract the spiritual Qi from the 

spiritual vein. 

When Chen Xiaobei borrowed Monkey King's Jingu staff, it cost him 10000 spiritual stones, but it could 

only unleash the power of a demigod for a minute. 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to use the earth escape divine gourd's divine-level power, he would have to burn 

the entire spiritual vein. 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei had always thought of the earth-escape divine gourd as something of 

little value. He even wanted to melt it down and refine it into the spiritual aura of heaven and earth. 

However, this time, the earth escape immortal Gu was really useful! 

There must be other treasures in the core of the demonic remains besides the map. 

With the earth escape divine gourd in his hands, Chen Xiaobei would be able to make a fortune and 

make up for all the losses he had suffered from the spirit vein. 



"Alright, I'm done!" 

 this spiritual vein has already dried up. The earth escape divine gourd has enough spiritual Qi to last for 

three hours!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Let's go!" 

Chen Xiaobei put away the earth escape Holy gourd, summoned the somersault cloud, and rushed out 

of the demonic spirit volcano. 

Chen Xiaobei sat on the somersault cloud, away from the high temperature and toxic area. He quickly 

took out the burning red sword! 

"This is definitely a huge surprise! I'm so lucky to have picked up a four-star earth-god instrument for 

free!" 

Chen Xiaobei held the hilt of the sword. The flames on the blade did not burn his hand.  as long as I 

establish a spiritual connection with it, this sword will belong to me!  

"BOOM!" 

Just as Chen Xiaobei was trying to communicate with the spiritual energy ... 

A sudden change occurred! 
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Chapter 1958: Flame Burst Spirit King Sword (4) 

"BOOM!" 

There was a loud explosion and the red sword burst into flames, completely enveloping Chen Xiaobei. 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

At the same time, the sword's body trembled violently, as if it was trying to break free from Chen 

Xiaobei's grasp. 

"There's no such thing as a free lunch in this world!" 

Chen Xiaobei said helplessly, "  this sword isn't without an owner. It still has a spiritual connection with 

its original owner ...  

 fortunately, its owner was not nearby. It was just the Dharma power of the sword itself that scared me. 

If it had directly released the power of an earth level deity, I would have been dead.  

"If I'm not mistaken, this is a five-star earth-god instrument! How could it already have a master? It's 

such a pity!" 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and felt that it was a pity. 

If he couldn't control the sword, his only choice was to refine it. 

However, the spiritual energy produced by refining a five-star earth-god instrument was not enough to 

make another one. 
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Therefore, going back to the furnace for refinement was definitely not the best choice. 

 you're right ... This is a five-star earth-god instrument ... The explosive flame Spirit King Sword ...  

Suddenly, a hoarse and deep voice sounded in Chen Xiaobei's mind. 

 who's there!?  Chen Xiaobei's pupils contracted. 

His state of mind was so strong, yet someone had managed to sneak in without him knowing. It was 

simply too terrifying. 

 don't be nervous ... I'll only ask you one question ...  the hoarse voice was made up of sandpaper. It was 

creepy to hear. 

"What's the problem?" Chen Xiaobei frowned. How could he not be nervous? 

"Do you desire power ... Answer me ... You! Do you desire power?" 

The hoarse voice had a bewitching aura. 

Chen Xiaobei asked, " "Of course I do! In this world, who doesn't want to become stronger?" 

"Good! Very good! Very good!" 

The voice continued,"to tell you the truth, I'm the spirit Flame king of the south of the limitless demon 

nation!" I'm sealed in the demonic remains! As long as you let me out, I will give you the flame burst 

Spirit King Sword! I can also give you a share of the devil nation's Treasury!" 

"The devil Kingdom's Treasury?" 

Chen Xiaobei asked, " "The treasure vault you mentioned, is it in the core of the demonic remains?" 

"That's right! It's right in the core area that your human race has been desperately searching for!" 

 that's right!  the spiritual Flame King said excitedly, " back then, the boundless demon Kingdom was 

able to compete with the Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Vermilion Bird, Black Tortoise, and the four 

continents! The limitless demon nation's Foundation is so strong that it's beyond your imagination!" 

"As long as you can let me out, I can take you to the treasure vault. I can give you one percent of the 

things inside!" 

 with these resources and the flame burst Spirit King Sword, your strength will be enough to dominate a 

region and become a top-class hero!  

"Why are you still hesitating? For you, this is a great opportunity! From a weakling to an Overlord! If you 

miss this chance, you won't have another one!" 

The spirit Flame King's tone was fanatical and provocative. 

If it was an ordinary young man, he would not be able to resist the temptation and would immediately 

agree to the spirit Flame King's request. 

But Chen Xiaobei was different. He laughed and said, " "Heh, I'm going to disappoint you! I don't need 

you to take me to the Treasury, I can find it myself!" 



"What? You can find it yourself? Hahaha ... This is the funniest joke I've ever heard in my life!" 

 haha!  the spiritual Flame King laughed.  you humans have invested a lot of manpower, resources, 

energy, and time, but in the end, you haven't found anything! Do you think you can make a few waves 

by yourself? Don't joke around, alright?" 

"Idiot!" Chen Xiaobei snorted and said, " "Even now, you still haven't made clear your position!" 

"What? You dare to scold me?" 

The spiritual Flame King was furious and roared hysterically, " "You ant-like human brat! If it wasn't for 

the fact that I'm sealed, I could have crushed you to death 10000 times with a casual move of my 

finger!" 

"Oh, you still know that you're sealed?" 

"I'm a weakling in your eyes?" Chen Xiaobei sneered. An ant? You giving me something is a gift to me? Is 

it my great opportunity? Should I kneel down and thank you for your great kindness?" 

"You're right!" 

The spiritual Flame King was very arrogant and self-righteous, " "If it wasn't for me, you little ant would 

never be able to find the devil Kingdom's Treasury! Shouldn't you be kneeling and kowtowing in 

gratitude?" 

"Idiot!" 

"For thousands of years, no one has ever dared to step foot into the volcano!" 'And I took out the flame 

burst Spirit King Sword!' Similarly, I also have a way to open the devil nation's Treasury that no one has 

known for tens of millions of years!" 

 how ... How is this possible?!  The spiritual Flame King was stunned. 

"If you don't believe me, just wait and see!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, " "Now, you are not my chance! On the contrary, I'm your lucky chance!" 

"If you kneel and beg, become my loyal dog! I can consider letting you out! Otherwise, you'll continue to 

be sealed and never be able to come out!" 

"As for the flame burst Spirit King Sword and everything in the demonic Kingdom's Treasury, they will all 

be mine! Don't even think about getting a single hair!" 

Chen Xiaobei's attitude was very domineering. After all, he had the earth escape Holy gourd in his 

hands, so he was confident and unafraid of threats. 

As soon as he said that, it was the spiritual Flame King who panicked.  "Brat ... Oh no... Young master! 

Let's discuss this properly, don't be so extreme ..." 

"Ha, what right do you have to negotiate with me?" 



 I'm not!  Chen Xiaobei sneered.  I've already shown you the greatest mercy by allowing you to be my 

loyal dog! If I really wanted to go to the extreme, I could have just refined the flame burst Spirit King 

Sword. Why would I waste my breath on you?" 

"This ..." 

The spiritual Flame King was completely flustered. He said in fear, "  young master ... I ... I'm willing to be 

your loyal dog ... I've been sealed for thousands of years. I've been too lonely and in too much pain ... As 

long as you let me go ... I'm willing to be loyal to you ...  

"Alright!" 

 I'm sorry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  to prove your loyalty, I need you to remove the spiritual connection 

between you and the spiritual bursting flames spiritual King Sword!  

"This ... This won't do ..." 

 no!  spiritual Flame King refused, " my spiritual connection with spiritual bursting flames sword is my 

only connection with the outside world!  Once it's removed, if you don't come to save me, what should I 

do?" 

 as you wish. If you don't remove the spiritual connection, I will refine the explosive spirited King Sword!  

Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Don't! Don't ever refine it!"  yes!  the spiritual Flame King said hurriedly.  I can temporarily suppress the 

spiritual connection and let you use it freely!  I'll come back after you're done!" 

"Alright, let's do that!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes locked onto the Tenshou Warriors on the ground like a hawk.  "You can go, I want to 

use my sword now!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1959: Descending From The Sky (1) 

"Senior brother xiongda ... What's going on with the demon spirit volcano? I think the engine died ..." 

The Amaterasu Shinobu's who were wearing white Tengu masks were all filled with shock, as if they had 

seen a ghost. 

"Nonsense! What did he mean by the engine seemed to have died? It was clearly completely 

extinguished!" 

Ishizaki Yuuta's brows were tightly furrowed. Under the Golden tengu mask, his tone was very serious.  

the demon spirit volcano that has been burning for tens of millions of years suddenly died out ... If this 

was really Chen Zhufeng's doing ... That's too strange ...  

"Senior brother xiongda, why don't we retreat?" 

A few ninjas said in fear,  Chen Zhufeng's strength is unfathomable. It's too risky to start a war ...  

"Retreat?" 
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Ishizaki yuuda's face was ashen, and he said in a fierce tone: "I swore in front of great-grandfather and 

the first elder that I would kill Chen Zhufeng! If I run away, not only will I not be able to explain myself, 

but my family and I will also lose face!" 

As soon as he said that, the eighty-one Inferno's eyes were filled with anxiety and fear. 

"Senior brother xiongda is right ... But we can't just die for the sake of our reputation ..." The leader of 

the fire ninjas said in a low voice. 

"Pa!!!" 

Before he could finish his sentence, Ishizaki yuuda slapped the leader of the ninjas, causing him to fall to 

the ground. 

 Shixiong, please calm down ... Shixiong, please calm down ...  the leader of the ninjas covered his 

broken mask with his hand. His entire body was trembling, and cold sweat was pouring down like rain! 

"Calm your anger? I'm already being merciful by not killing you!" 

"We Tenshou Warriors!" Ishizaki yuuda shouted angrily. The greatest glory was the warrior's spirit! 

There are only two outcomes to our battle! Either win! Or die in battle!" 

"If I can not win, I can not die in battle! You still have to commit seppuku, which is the same as dying in 

battle!" 

"All of you are living too comfortably under the wings of my ishiqi family!" Ishizaki yuuda said solemnly. 

He was so comfortable that he had forgotten his own glory! You've forgotten your faith!" 

"Senior brother, please calm down ... I know I was wrong ... We know we were wrong ..." 

The leader of the ninjas and the other ninjas knelt down on one knee and placed one hand on their 

chest. 

All 81 of them shouted out in utmost devotion, " "We are Tenshou God's most loyal followers! We are 

the most glorious Warriors of the Azure Dragon continent! We can only win or die in battle. We will 

never run away! Never!" 

"Very good! That's more like a Tenshou warrior!" 

"All of you, get up!" Ishizaki yuuda said in a deep voice. Although Chen Zhufeng's methods are 

unfathomable, we still have a chance of winning this battle!" 

The eighty-one ninjas all stood up and listened attentively. 

 Chen Zhufeng's strongest trump card is his wind!  

"What's your ultimate skill?" Ishizaki yuuda asked. What special ability does the Crimson Moon slaying 

saber on my waist have?" 

"This ..." 



The eighty-one ninjas were stunned, but they immediately came to a realization."The ultimate skill of 

the eighty-one of us is the [ motionless Flame King formation ]! This battle formation is a three-star 

earth-god level defense formation, enough to withstand hurricanes!" 

 in addition, the Crimson Moon slaying saber is also a three-star earth-god Level demon saber. Its 

superpower is 'sharpening edge'!  

"As the saying goes, water will flow even more when the blade is drawn!" The leader of the enduring 

fires said excitedly. However, the Crimson Moon slaying blade was powerful enough to cut through the 

flowing water! It's even easier to cut through the storm!" 

As soon as he said that, all of the inferno's started to get excited. 

 Chen Zhufeng is indeed extraordinary, " Ishizaki yuuda said with a sinister smile.  but this time, we've 

made full preparations. We can completely restrain him! If not for that, great-grandfather and the great 

elder would not have sent us out!" 

"Well said! We were too nervous just now! Now that I think about it, Chen Zhufeng is nothing special!" 

"That's right! Didn't he only know how to release a violent wind? Our [ motionless King of Fire formation 

] can hold him off!" 

 senior brother xiongda's Crimson Moon slaying sword can cut through the storm and directly cut off 

Chen Zhufeng's head!  

 first elder and fourth elder are both wise and astute. They wouldn't have sent us to our deaths if they 

weren't confident!  

"We will not lose this battle! When Chen Zhufeng comes out of the demon spirit volcano, he will die ... 

Hahaha ..." 

Everyone was confident that they would be able to defeat Chen Xiaobei in this battle. 

The previous tension and fear were swept away, replaced by a burst of arrogant laughter. 

"You guys, were you waiting for me?" 

However, at this moment, a frivolous voice came from above. 

 who's there!?  

Ishizaki yuuda and the 81 Inhumans all raised their heads. 

They saw a figure descending from the sky! 

His black clothes fluttered in the wind! With the black blade in hand, he revealed his sharpness! 

 Chen ... Chen ... Chen Zhufeng!  

As the distance between them got closer, Ishizaki yuuda and the 81 ninjas could clearly see the identity 

of the person. 

Everyone's heart was instantly shaken! 



They did not expect Chen Xiaobei to fall from the sky! 

"Those who want to kill, prepare your lives!" 

Chen Xiaobei's dark eyes were like the eyes of a Falcon, sharp and piercing. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh!" 

The next moment, two purple-gold fireballs appeared in Chen Xiaobei's eyes! 

The fireballs expanded in the wind. They were originally only the size of an eyeball, but in the blink of an 

eye, they had turned into two balls of raging flames! 

Within the flames, a terrifying pressure that was like a Heavenly Fire burning a Prairie erupted! 

It was as if he could burn the world with a single glance! 

"Oh my God ... What ... What is going on?" 

Seeing the scene in front of them, the expressions on the faces of Ishizaki yuuda and the 81 fire ninjas 

completely froze. Their pupils contracted uncontrollably, and even their breathing quickened as their 

bodies trembled! 

"BOOM! BOOM!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time. With a thought, two pillars of purple-gold fire shot out from his 

eyes! 

In an instant, purple-gold light enveloped the entire space. It was so dazzling that no one on the ground 

could look at it directly. 

The terrifyingly high temperature also descended on everyone's body, making them feel as if they were 

being roasted on a fire, and could be turned into dried meat at any time. 

"Get into formation! Quickly get into formation! Hurry up ..." 

Ishizaki yuuda shrieked nervously. He could already feel that a great disaster was coming! 

However, just a few seconds ago, the 81 ninjas were still laughing arrogantly. Now, the two pillars of fire 

were already in front of them, and they had no time to get into their battle formation. 

 ow ... Ah, uh ... Ah ...  

In an instant, two pillars of purple-gold fire had already charged into the crowd. 

They were like two fire dragons with unparalleled might, killing and crushing. Wherever they passed, 

miserable screams could be heard. 

In just a few seconds, more than seventy of the eighty-one Inferno had been burned to ashes by the two 

fire dragons, not even leaving a trace behind! 

The few surviving Inferno were all hiding behind Ishizaki yuuda, using the power of the Crimson Moon 

slash to block the fire Dragon's attack. 



"Devil! Dragon!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time and immediately swung the black knife in his hand! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1960: Give Me Some Face (2) 

"Whoosh ..." 

The energy from the demonic dragon apocalypse had not been exhausted. 

As Chen Xiaobei shouted, 100 million low-grade spiritual Qi was ignited! 

In an instant, dark demonic Qi suddenly erupted! It was like a black heavenly pillar that shot straight into 

the sky! 

An intense and unparalleled true core strength burst out and was added to the demonic Qi. It quickly 

transformed into a fierce and unparalleled Dark Demon Dragon! 

The demonic Dragon bowed its head like a god from beyond the heavens, looking down at all living 

beings under its feet. 

At the same time, an extremely terrifying pressure suddenly descended! 

Fiendish! Overbearing! He was proud of the four Seas and eight wastelands! He looked down on all 

living beings of the Three Realms! 

 my God ... The ... The pressure of the black blade is too terrifying ...  

"Not only is its aura terrifying, but its level is also extremely high! From the fluctuations of the true 

essence, it should be a mid to late three-star earth-god instrument ..." 

 no way ... Middle to late three-star ... Isn't that more powerful than the Crimson Moon slaying sword ...  

The crowd below was deeply awed by the darkness Demon Dragon's ferocity. Gasps of shock rose and 

fell in the crowd. 

"It's over ... Almost all of the inferno flames are dead, and it's impossible to assemble the [ unmovable 

Flame King formation ]! That black saber is stronger than the Crimson Moon slaying saber ... We don't 

even have the slightest chance of winning!" 

The pupils of Ishizaki Yuuta and the few surviving Inferno flames contracted, and their bodies trembled. 

They looked as if they had lost their souls, as if they were facing the Grim Reaper! 

Everyone even felt that they could be turned into ashes at any time because of the demonic Dragon's 

anger! 

"Three great tribulations! The black Lightning tribulation of destruction!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time and roared. 

"Woof!" 
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In the next moment, the darkness Demon Dragon in the air charged at the few people who were still 

alive! 

"No... I don't want to die! I don't want to die yet ..." 

Ishizaki yuuda let out a shrill scream and threw out spirit stones in a hurry, fully activating the power of 

the dark-red ninjato in his hand! 

This dark red Ninja Blade was the demon Blade passed down in the Shiqi family, the Crimson Moon-

slaying blade! 

Although he knew that he could not defeat the Dragon's edge, Ishizaki yuuda was extremely afraid of 

death. His fear of death made him use all his strength to fight back! 

"Clang!!!" 

The same 100 million low-grade spiritual energy was instantly burned, and the Crimson Moon-slaying 

sword suddenly let out an ear-piercing whistle. 

It was as if a great demon had come into being, bringing about a sinister and evil pressure to the entire 

space. 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

The next moment, a dark red giant saber Qi shot up like a bright moon and slashed toward the sky! 

On the other side, dark Thunderbolts rolled out of the darkness Demon dragon's claws and clashed with 

the dark red saber Qi in the air! 

The Dragon's edge and the Scarlet Moon slaying blade were both three-star earth-god instruments. 

Logically speaking, although the Dragon's edge was stronger, the Crimson Moon slash shouldn't have 

lost too badly. 

However, the next moment, everyone saw a completely illogical scene. 

"Woof! Whoosh!" 

A pair of huge black Dragon claws, like the scythe of the Grim Reaper that could split the world, clashed 

with the dark-red saber Qi! 

In terms of strength, the dark-red saber Qi could still resist for a while even though it fell below. 

However, the black Thunderbolts, which were like thunder pythons, were rapidly wearing down the 

power of the dark red blade Qi with a special ability! 

Originally, the dark red blade Qi could last for at least 30 seconds before it was defeated. 

But now, in just three seconds, the dark red blade Qi that had burned 100 million low-grade spiritual Qi 

dissipated. 

"Woof! Whoosh!" 

The Black Dragon Claw broke through the dark red saber Qi and continued to press down! 



Time and space seemed to be torn apart in the direction of the claws. Nothing could stop the arrival of 

the demonic Dragon! 

 Oh my God ... That black blade is too terrifying ... It's absolutely invincible under the four-star earth-god 

instrument ...  

"We are dead ... We are dead ..." 

The few Inferno Lords wailed in despair. 

However, they didn't intend to give in. They gritted their teeth and shouted, " "We are the devout 

believers of Tenshou God! We bear the glory of the Tenshou Warriors! Either win! Or die in battle! 

Come on! We're not afraid ..." 

"Plop!" 

Before the inferno could finish their sentence, Ishizaki yuuda knelt on the ground and kowtowed 

repeatedly. 

 spare me ... Young master Chen, spare me ... Don't kill me ... I beg you, please don't kill me ...  

Ishizaki yuuda groaned as if his father had just died. 

"This ... This, this, this ..." 

The few Inferno's beside him were instantly dumbfounded! 

What happened to the faith? Where was the glory? 

'F * ck!' This was a scam! 

"Plop! Plop! Plop ..." 

The few Shinobu's were not stupid. They kneeled on the ground without any hesitation and kowtowed 

desperately, begging for mercy. 

 it's useless to beg for mercy. The moment you wanted to kill me, your lives would have already ceased 

to exist!  

Chen Xiaobei stood proudly in front of the crowd, and with a thought, he directed the Black Dragon Claw 

to crush the crowd. 

 spare me!!!  

At this moment, an old and furious roar came from afar. 

"Great-grandfather! It was great-grandfather!  help ... Great-grandfather, help ...  Ishizaki yuuda 

suddenly became excited. His eyes lit up as he looked at the direction of the voice. 

 the fourth elder is here ... We're saved ... We're saved ...  the ninjas were all excited, as if they had seen 

an infinite amount of hope. 

That's right! 



 this person was heaven dominating faction's fourth core elder, tenhon Ishizaki! 

"What?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and stopped the Dragon Claw above their heads. 

"Swish!" 

With a combat power of 5500000, he crossed a few hundred meters in the blink of an eye and appeared 

in front of the crowd. 

"Elder Shiqi! What are you doing here?" 

Chen Xiaobei asked with a half-smile. 

"Young master Chen! Today's matter is a complete misunderstanding!" 

"I hope that you can give them some face and spare their lives!" Said Ishizaki Tianhong in a deep voice. 

"Give you face?" 

"Who the hell do you think you are?" Chen Xiaobei said. Are you even qualified to talk about face with 

me?" 

 you ...  when Ishizaki tenhon heard this, he was so angry that he almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

"You little brat! You have eyes but you can't recognize Mount Tai!" 

Ishizaki yuuda directly cursed, " "My great grandfather is the core fourth elder of heaven dominating 

faction! He's the Grand Master of my Shiqi family! Furthermore, he was ranked 20th on the great 

heavenly fate ranking! Anyone below the earth-god Realm has to give my great-grandfather face!" 

"Is that so?" "I'm not going to give him any face!" Chen Xiaobei said. So What if I do?" 

"Hmph! Little brat! Don't be so arrogant!" 

"You've already shown your trump card! It's just a three-star earth-god instrument!" Ishizaki tenhon 

bellowed. I've brought a five-star earth-god instrument with me today. If you don't give me face, I'll kill 

you!" 

"You little brat! Did you hear me?" 

"My great-grandfather has brought the clan's most precious treasure, the aosuka tentacle!" If you don't 

let us go, you'll be dead! Hahaha ..." 

The corner of Chen Xiaobei's mouth lifted into a cold and evil smile.  "I won't!" 

"Swish!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, the Black Dragon Claw suddenly pressed down! 

The three-star earth-God's strength had overwhelmed Ishizaki yuuda and the few Inferno's! 

In an instant, these few people didn't even have the time to let out a blood-curdling screech before they 

were directly crushed to death, dying without a complete corpse! 



 you ... You ... Pfft ...  amazumi was dumbfounded and spat out a mouthful of blood! 


